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from the University of Minnesota, he then returned to St.
John's to teach economies and
Board - win .present former. education.
Senator Eugene McCarthy on the . McCarthy represented Minneobject of "Polities and the Econ- sota's Fourth District In theUA
omy." A candidate for the 1968 House of Representatives for ten
Democratic Presidential nomtn- - years, beginning In 1949. In 1938,
McCarthy
is , again McCarthy was elected a UJS.
atlon,
a Presidential candidate, though Senator from Minnesota and reelected In 19 64, during which time
as an Independent.
McCarthy announced his Intent he served on the Agriculture, .
to ran as an Independent candt- - Finance and Foreign Relations
date on January 12, 1975, The committees. He also chaired the
former Minnesota senator claims Special Committee on Unemploysystem Is an ment Problems.
that the
Idea whose time has past. He
His opposition to the Vietnam
says that the Democratic and war led him to challenge Lyndon
Republican . parties Mare be- - , Johnson
for the Democratic
Sinning to pay the penalty of Presidential nomination in 1968,
incompetence.
We hare had a and he was defeated. McCarthy
war,
retired from the Senate la 1970
economic failures, and abuse of and since has taught university
courses in politics, literature,
the BUI of Rights under both
and history, and written essays
parties."
various
for
McCarthy was born in rural and
articles
Mlnnestoa where his father was publications.
Concerning his view on econa farmer and cattle dealer. He
attended St. John's University and omics. McCarthy has proposed a
the
graduated with honors at the age ) number of steps to Improve
short-ru- n
of 19. Receiving his Master's economy In both the
On Thursday, Feb. 19, at 8 pwm.
1a MeGaw Chapel, Lowry Center
.
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Number 14

rights of the aged

to stop descrtmlnatlon
by Mike McDowell
against
old people and to dispell
What wouia you mum u juu the two major myths about old
g,
heard a
people: , 1) that they are useless,
'woman lecturing about and 2) mat they are not attracted
a radical organization for old to members of the opposite sex.
people called the Gray Panthers?
The main attacks of the PanWould you think It was a Joke? lthers have come at the expense
Kuhn, president of
.- Margaret
oi the American Medical Assothe Cray Panthers, was not kid
ciation (AM A) and personalities
ding when she, during convocasuch as Carol Burnett and Johnny
tion on Wednesday in Mateer Carson, whose Imitations of seAuditorium, called for unification nile old people were, labeled as
of young and old - against the "cruel", by Kuhn, She said mat
"middle-agesociety which has
of the AJI.A, toward
tiie
put a "cutoff age" (one is either the attitude
elderly
is terrible. The A.
too young to be legal or too old
r's
support the
not
does
M.A.
'
Via aiila mi Hi
vntm and
: programs for nursing
old.
home reforms; there are no
: Kuhn began her talk by
in medical school which
how the Panthers came classes
prepare
prospective doctors to
about, what it stands for, and treat diseases of the old; and
vuu M w
lift
w.
doctors have - been known to
Kuhn and some other Interested "auction off" old people to nursold people got together to stand ing homes. The Panthers want
up for the rights ox tne ageo
to change, the AJ.A.'s (and sothis was the birth of the Gray ciety's in general)
attitude toKuhn said that the
Panthers
elderly.
the
ward
organization was modeled after
Kuhn called for support from
"the l Black movement and the
young by explaining the things
the
W omens Lib' movement.' The
young and old people have
that
i
organization was formed to force in common. Kuhn said that both
society to realize mat old people ', young and old have an Identity
are not useless old fools who are crisis; both are into the drug
incapable of doing anything. The 1 scene (she said of
this, "different
Gray Panthers is a coaelitlon drugs-differpushers
,but if s
of .young,- - old, and sympathetic all the same."; . both have
middle-agepeople who are try

trouble establishing credit; both

ing

perhaps most importantly, they
are both In ' conflict with the
middle group.
Kuhn said that much of the
Panther's support comes from'

--

young people. Students In bus- -,
tness college helped the Panthers to understand banking
allowed mem to effect
changes In the policies of the
Bank of America and the First,
Pennsylvania Bank,
laws,-.whic-

d"

In a question and answer
period after the lecture, Kuhn
commented on the idea of communal living and about the
funding for the Gray Panthers.
She said that the Panther's idea
of "extended living" did not
necessarily concern blood relations, but is more "generational
living and
learning." This has first been
tried on college campus es,where
old people live la the same
houses as young people and go
.

are anxious about dying; bom
are Into communal living; and,

70-year--old

cross-generatio-

h

nal
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;
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ent

bed-ridd-

who

graduated

from Western

Reserve College for Women (now
Case Western. Reserve), is an
Intelligent woman who seems to
prove the point that old people
are useful by her very presence.

back to. school.

ex-friai-nin

.

In. closing, Kuhn said that no
matter what a persons physical
condition Is, they can stUl help
effect a ' change In society. She
said that the Panthers have many
en
members who are
helping with their cause. Kuhn,

Finanical aid system defended

Pan-flie-

.
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PUDLISHED BY THE STUDENTS

sweet-looktn-

and

elimination of waste In the nongovernmental economy. "We do
not need a revolution of rising
McCarthy has
expectations,
said. "We need one of moderof
ating expectations--an- d
responsible management of the
economy,"
The placing of McCarthy on an
Independent national ticket requires nomination by petition.
Most states require, therefore,
anywhere from 300 to 100,000
signatures to qualify McCarthy to
run In the general election.

e-

Th ort of government
consists in tokina os

production

wasteful

consumption,'' and devices such
as Investment credit and accelerated depreciation,
McCarthy also calls for the
elimination of "unnecessary expenditures la the military,"
reduced spending in areas such
as the space program and the
highway-ouUdlprogram, and

'
-

Even though some students are
paying their way through college, .
they find that they are considered
dependant students on financial.
aid application Just because they
live at home between quarters.
This means that their family's

financial situation determines;
how much aid they receive; If'
their father makes more In a
year, they might lose ,
particular
' some of their
aid.
"

.

Hits seems pretty unfair from
the students point of view, but
lefa consider the problem as
viewed by the college, state,'
federal government and other aid

sources.

Paul M. Orehovee,
Financial Aid Dsaid In an Interview
irector,
Monday mat the present system Is
the only flar way for both the
students and the aid organizations
(Ohio Instructional Grant, Basle
Educational Opportunity Grant,
etc J. He explained that If the
system were to change so that
more students could claim inde- -.
pendant status, the children of a
professional man making
$100,000 a year could move out of
the house and might be eligible
for aid because they would no
longer be supported by their
parents.

Woosters

So when a student makes the
to pay his own way
decision
through
school, it must be a
family decision, according to
Orehovee. The student must be
wlUtng to make up the difference
In aid that it Is estimated his
parents should be able to pay.
Orehovee said that the college
(or other suppliers of aid) can
.not be responsible for deciding,
whether a student Is trying to
support himself, or the family
Is trying to "gather la" a little
more aid for their children, In
closing, Orehovee said, "Need
analysis Is as fair a system as is
:

possible,"
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The Wooster
Experience

Attacks apathy jon SGA elections

by Jim Van Horn
The Wooster Experience - What is It? Well, for
many people, it is something which cannot be explained
easily, for the Wooster experience for mem IS Wooster.
However, when I use mis term, I refer to things that
are not common on the college campus or in the college
town. They are, in other words, unique, and are what
make Wooster unique, or if you please, even special.
Some of these things are everyday occurrences and
Tm not sure thought of as special, but if one was to sit
down and ponder the question of the Wooster experience.
I believe that he might find a few things that he had
never thought of before as being unique to Wooster. Let
me follow this statement with some examples of what I
feel are a part of the Wooster experience:
WOOSTER- - THE
CITY - The only
reason that this might not seem unique is because
whereever you go in Wooster, you are constantly reminded by either flags, stickers or signs that Wooster
And these
City for 1974-19was an
reminders will most likely remain until the year 2974-7- 5,
which: will probably be the next time oat Wooster
will win the award.
PROFESSOR RALPH YOUNG - This man has been
a part of the Wooster experience for many, many years.
His retirement at the end of this year will mark the
member of
end of the career of a fine,
the Wooster College Community.
LOWRY CENTER FOOD - How can we say that this
isn't unique. In its own way it has contributed to the
Wooster experience, as well as to a few ulcers and a lot
of indigestion.
ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES - This must
be unique to Wooster for I doubt if any other college
would dare to put such a horrid course in its curriculum,
THE CAGE - What can be said here except the
Wooster experience would not be complete without the
Cage. Its entertainment and beverages (especially the
ALL-AMERI- CA

--

All-Ameri-

75.

can

well-respec- ted

latter) are what keep us going on weekends when there
are no parties.
THE MARCHING BAND - Just look at them!
CO C CIA HOUSE - How could we ever do without
this establishment. Unique in the fact mat they offer
the best pizza to be found anywhere.
HYGEIA CLINIC - How could we ever do without
this establishment. To make your Wooster experience
complete, get sick!
WOOSTER WEATHER - Unfortunately, this too is a
part of the Wooster experience. If the snow doesn't get
you, the ice will; if the ice doesn't get you, the rain
will; if the rain doesn't get you the sun will; if the
sun doesn't get you, check your pulse, you may be dead.
WOOSTER ATHLETICS - If you don't know why this
unique.
is
Just ask an athlete. Believe me, it sure is an
experience.

-

The largest concentration of
feminity in Wooster. If this isn't an experience, I don't
know what is. (I know Tm a chauvinlstl)
THE VOICE - I left this for last because it is also
probably least in everyone's mind. But seriously, where
else can you find a college paper that will print something like this.
aocute editor
Jlm VanHorn
HOLDEN

HALL

f

What

is

wrong

'

v
Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of United States Press Association and Ohio Newspaper Association. Entered aa second class matter in the Poat
Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription rates: $6.00 per year, senoiu.
class; $9.00 per year, first class.
The offices are located on the bottom floor of Lowry Center;
34.
216)
ext. 433.
Telephone:

However, on talking with
students in Lowry Center
main lobby, it became obvious that most people do

.

know

what

it is for or

it is. The problem
seems to be a general lack

when
of

knowledge

about

SGA.

not know what SGA does.
If the students had any idea
' of its function, they thought
all it did was appropriate
money for all campus activities. One person, a
freshman, knew when the
petitions were due, . when
the elections were and who
of 'the people
some

the

There are seven cabinet
positions and three Campus Council members at
large to be voted on in
this election. As of Monday night no one was
petitioning for the presidency and only one person
was petitioning for each
of the other cabinet positions. The three Campus
Council positions had seven people petitioning. The
lack of people running is
not because of a lack of
publicity. There have been

petitioning were. He still
fell In with the rest in not

knowing the functions of
the association.
SGA has a definite lm-p- ut
in the campus affairs.;

posters, announcements in

Potpourri and announcements in the Voice. SGA
has attributed the lack of

-

There is a Student Presidential Selection Committee mat works with the
Board of Trustees and Faculty in the selection of
the new college president.
There is a representative
from SGA on the Educa- -

SGA

representative.

On Monday night af 6:30
pjn. SGA win .be holding
a Pit Stop in Lowry. The

candidates will be mere to
answer questions and give
the student body a chance
to familiarize themselves
with the issues of the
election.
The Elections
will be held on Wednesday,
Feb. 18, at dinner.

Jane A.Hart

'

r

'

And now, the flying inferno
by NiaU Slater
Once leviathans of the

air sailed the sky between
Europe and America. They
were furnished like the
great luxury liners of the
period, but made the crossing in an astonishing two
and a half days. The last
and greatest of these was
the mighty HINDENBURG,

ir
a
Art
Deco palace.
All this came to an end
in an incandescent inferno
at Lakehurst, New Jersey,
Out of the romance of mis
era and the pathos of this
story, the makers of the
film THE HINDENBURG,
which opens downtown tonight, have made a very
dull movie. I "will grant
lighter-man-a-

the director, whose name
conveniently eludes me,

this; the film is technically very well done. The
details of the airship were

recreated with great

ac-

curacy, down to the one
electric lighter in the
smoking lounge, and the
Graf Zeopelin line's silverware. The
sequence at the end,
showing the various fates
of the characters we have
met in the film, is intercut with the actual news-re- el
of
footage
the
black-and-wh-

ite

.

disaster, with very realistic effect. One problem
is mat this stretches the

climax, of the film out too
long. We think the end
has come four or five
.

oditor-in-chi- af
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tional Affairs Committee.
SGA also works with the
Board of Trustees.
SGA is concerned about
this lack of knowledge and
they will be taking some
action to combat It. It is
also the students responsibility to find out some of.
the answers to his. quesinformation is
tions. The
around now if the students
will Just look for it. Check
the SCOT'S KEY oj? the
college catalogue, or read
the minutes that are posted
in me bathrooms every
week, or talk with your

The Higher Criticism

BILL HENLEY,
Published weekly during the aoedemic year except holidays and
examination periods by the students of The College of Wooster.
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are not necessarily
those of the staff and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address
all correspondence to VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster,

interest to unwillingness
to work or not caring.

with

everyone on mis campus?
There is an election coming up in less than a week
and some people do not

Ginny Bailey, Pelly Beois, Betsy Billings, Martha Ericsen, Sue
Fiatte, Glenn Forbes, Martha Jamison, Sua Jarvie, David Johns,
Lynda Jelly, Francos Kennedy, Irene Koraak, CaraJ K rev ken -bohm, Diana Lutx, Anna McCuna. Mike McDowell. Niall Slater;
Nelson Smith, Nancy Todd, Sara Wi lean.

times before, it actually
does.
The real problem is the
plot that must be concocted
to give, the story of mat
last voyage some move-

ment. The board of inquiry on the disaster concluded mat sabotage was a
possible explanation of tie
disaster, simply because
no other explanation could
be proved. A book came
out recently attempting to
prove mat the HINDENBURG was sabotaged by

a

German resistance group
to destroy the symbol of
Nazi technological supremacy. This means, though,
that some explanation of
why no group claimed responsibility must be made.
The plot fudged up to fit
the facts is indeed feeble.'
There is a suspicious crew
member, from whom none
of the red herrings can
distract us. George C.
Scott plays the Nazi security officer placed on
the flight to prevent any
sabotage. The improbable
plot requires the crewman
to convert Scott from Nazism and enlist him in the
plot to blow up the Hinden-bu-rg
AFTER it has landed.
However, wind conditions
prevent the Hindenburg
from landing on time.
Scott, attempting to disarm
"

continued on page 5

The

American J)ream machine

not-so-gre- at

Ges" mirrors

Mhy,thuig
;

to watch the home team and
two other teams picked

by Bill Henley

ALMOST

ANYTHING

the average,
citizens of other
small towns, compete for a
State Championship. The
competition is attended
with full sportscasting
: pomp
and circumstance;
from

Saturday
night
replacement for
Howard Cosell Live. Is absurd. Insane, ridiculous,
undignified, crass and
stupid. This has led most
of the nation's TV critics

GOES,ABC-TV-

's

cheerleaders,

to condemn it (Timemaga-zine- 's
critic calls it "The
worst program yet run on
prime time."). They have

missed the point. . Almost
Anything Goes HAS to be
absurd, insane, ridiculous,
undignified, crass and stupid. How could a show be
anything else and still be a

:

perfect satirical mirror of
that cancerous growth of
American' culture, commercialized

sports?

-

spectator

non-athl- etic

coaches,

announcers,
color men, crowd shots,
team interviews, and instant replays. The games
in which they compete in- play-by-pl- ay

..

.

dude, among others: Slip

Shot (a player tries to make
a basket while being pulled
across a greased track by a
giant rubber band), Poseidon (a players try to
grab as many plastic fish
as possible from a clothesline over a swimming pool
before their leaky boat

Each week A.A.G. sets up

of a small American town

Backseat Drivers.

(Blindfolded players drive
golf
carts through

Linnig to speak on
humane commitment

1

uglier forms." .
What Is needed, Mr, Linnig
will bring out, la spiritual commitment, commitment based on
an understanding of man's true
nature.
A member of The Christian
Science Board of Lectureship,
Mr. Linnig will speak In the
Faculty Lounge In Lowry Center
at 4:00 PM under the auspices of
The Christian Science Organization on Campus.
--

v

"If we're

not making

our

real ad-

vances in
commitment
against inequities and suffering,'
Mr, Linnig win state, "perhaps
we should reevaluate the situation
r and
attack the problem from a
.new standpoint. . We may have
to commit ourselves first to a
proper evaluation of man and the
a better
nature of things
standpoint
before wen have
much success in our commitment

TUMtmT.I
riAj"n CAB
run reoruaxy
inuuuiu, i
rJJlJ
un xuesaay,
!

'two exciting films, deal- -f
4
r1 aia
with ih. fiwl TT"
.
and alternatives, win ie
shown in Lean Lecture
Roam. Wishart Hall, at

P.M.

lrTT?r
IflDt

I
II

I

PLANET
and EAT J) RINK!I
.
mmm

w--

1ANU DC. HARI,
lit
.1.
i
i
UiC U1U1B
lUWlllg

Ww

roi

Bin
k
"A
.

a chance to openly ox
cuss the situation with
another, snarl nz
one
questions and comments.!
Hope we an can tace
some time to care.
-- Bread For The World!
N

to the
Professional

dignity .of
Sport, say you? Come ON rubber?
now. Rationally speaking,
are the A JUG. games any
There is no rational difmore absurd than: Players
trying to hit a tiny ball ference between ALMOST
into a tiny hole with a ANYTHING GOES and our

laughter

they

deserve.

Meanwhile, the Big Time

Athletics and the Fans persist in the delusion mat
their games are of serious
cosmic significance and
somehow deserve the individual

attention

and

fanatical devotion of millions of supposed sensible
adults.

of goal

this year, because of the"heavy
situation last spring." By the
end of the school year, contributions to the Wooster Fund
totalled more than $465,000, In
response to the "angel campaign," which was sponsored by
six anonymous donors.
Since most of the money given
to the Wooster Fund comes later
In the year, Knorr expressed
optimism, "The bulk of money
a year ago came the second half.
We
win spend most of our time
drive was "not as
intense" the first six weeks of with donors who have the most

by David Johns
The College, which Is now half
way through the fiscal year, has
raised 25 per cent of Its $520,000
goal for the Wooster Fund. Gifts
donated to the fund are usually
spent the same " year they are
received, and can only be used to
pay for operating costs.
Frank L, Knorr, director of
alumni relations, said that most
people
contribute during the
latter half of the year. The

potential."
The office of development this
year plans to ask 23,000 people
for contributions. Last year,
more than 6,000 people donated
to the fund. Its present goal Is
to raise gifts of $100 or more
from at least 1,600 donors.
"Although the butt of the fund
comes from a smaU percentage
of the people, every contribution
helps meet our goal," said Knorr,
"The College has a fine record
In terms of supporters."

The week in music

Taiwan conductor to perform
by Elizabeth Eaton
An entirely enjoyable concert
will be presented by the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra Sunday,

He now holds degrees
from Tunghal University where
he Is a Professor of Music.
He also holds a degree from

there.

Mannes College of Music In New
York City from which he graduated with distinction In conducting. He has received the
TURE. ADAGIO FOR STRINGS Julius Rudel Conducting Award
by Samuel Barber and Dvorak's from the Mannes Opera WorkSYMPHONY NO. 8. The orchesshop, The same year he founded
tra win be under the direction the Young Artists Chamber
Chang of me Orchestra In New York City with
of Maestro Chl-JRepublic of China,
great success. He has particiMaestro Chang comes to pated In the International ConWooster as a result of an Inter- ductors Symposium and has been
national cultural exchange be- the only conductor selected from
tween the Wooster Symphony the Republic of China to partici
Orchestra and the Taiwan Symphony of the Republic of China,
While here he has conducted
and a
orchestra rehearsals
NEWS SERVICE
The public
faculty fireside at Andrews Hall.
lecChang is fluent In Is Invited to a
Mr, Chl-JEnglish AND American and can ture for the Cleveland Orbold his own on such diverse
chestra's March 1 program here.
topics as Klrkegaard, Beethoven The event Is scheduled for WedIn
nesday (Feb. 18) at 10
and egg rolls.
Maestro Chang Is, by any Maekey Han,
standard - East or West, an
Speaker will be Miss Frieda
accomplished
musician. He Schumacher of Cleveland, Miss
began piano lessons at the age of Schumacher la wen known as a
nine and won first place In a pianist and harpsichordist and
piano competition at the age of for her programs related to the
fifteen. He received the unusual Cleveland Orchestra,
distinction of being named DirecShe Is a member of the Wotor of the Tunghal University men's Orchestra Advisory
of
Chapel Choir while still a student Board, and is

February 15, af 8:15 In MeGaw
Chapel. The Orchestra will play
Beethoven's CORIOLAN OVER-

en

pate In the Herbert von Karajan
International Competition of Conductors. In addition to bis post
at Tunghal University, Maestro
Chang Is the conductor
of the Taiwan Symphony, one of

Chl-J- en

the oldest professional orchestras of the Far East, presently performing a forty week
concerts.
season of thirty-tw- o
Maestro Chang culminates his
activities with his appearance as

guest conductor of the Wooster
Symphony. Then, our conductor,
Manuel Prestamo, will visit the
Republic of China to guest conduct
the Taiwan Symphony and lecture
at Tunghal University,

Frieda Schumacher to speak

axe!
The films
A CM At
onn
winnuui
run
T

Time-wastin- g?

--

of
whole establishment
commercial sports; except
that the participants in
A.A.G. KNOW they're involved in absurd activities
and don't mind getting the

--

--

8

Ridiculous?
Demeaning

bent stick over several
yards of grass,
hundred
sand, water and trees? Two
gangs of men crunching
each other's bones for the
possission of the inflated
hide of a swine? Sliding
around on ice (and crunching more bones) to influence the fate of a flat
round piece of vulcanized

fund-raisi- ng

Putting right what's wrong In to put right what's wrong."
relevance of spiritual
The
the world depends upon a proper
evaluation of man and the true commitment to a broad range of
nature of things, according to a campus and other problems win
public lecture to. be given on be related In his lecture.
A Christian Science practicampus here Thursday Feb. 19
by Roy J, Linnig, C.S.B., of tioner, M r. Linnig was division
manager of a national food supply
Chicago.
company
prior to devoting his
society's
assets
"One of
today, the lecturer win state, fun time to the healing ministry
ls Its burning commitment to of Christian Science. He has
relieve human suffering. Many lectured to college audiences in
are tossing off the blanket of many countries.
Mr. Linnig win be introduced
indifference. A humaneness Is
appearing that's been hidden for by Mike Wall, President of the
Christian Science Organization
too long.
"But assessing whaf s been on campus. The title of his local
A
lecture Is "Commitment:
done so far shows mat a big
effort is having only a small Christian Science Approach."
effect. Poverty and hunger per- The lecture is free and the camsist. We only dent the ranks of pus public Is Invited to attend.
unemployed. Pain
the hard-co- re
and disease hang on and take
.

.

obstacle courses on instructions from teammates) Balloon Sock-ho- p
(players vie to see how
many balloons they can pop
with their feet while dancing to rock V roll music)

Fund reaches 25

sinks),

its cameras in the stadium

athletic a bsurdity

en

pre-conc-ert

an.

co-chair-

man

the music appreciation group of
the Cleveland Orchestra Women's Committee. Her activities
In many organizations are la the
Interest of promoting talent.
An honor graduate of the
Cleveland Institute of Musical Us
Schumacher is a member of Mu
Phi Epslloa music sorority, PI
Kappa Lambda honorary sorority, Fortnightly Musical Club,
and Is a state board member of
the Ohio Music Teachers Assoc-

iation,
There is no charge for the
Feb, 18 lecture.

--

.
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Gedalecia: China fecursWSl:w
by Tom Cashmaa
The People's Republic of China
is distressed at the "opting out
of tiie United States from the
irorld scene," said Dr. David
Gedalecia, Tuesday night. Gedalecia, professor of history at
the college, spoke to a gathering
of 40 in Babeock lounge for the
fourth Contemporary Issues

Fireside.

Gedalecia said the Chinese see

U.S. inactivity worldwide as posing a threat, In that it "provides
the Soviet Union with a vacuum
In which to step."
The Chinese need the UJS.
around," continued Gedalecia,'
"as a counter" to the' threat of .
Soviet expansion.

of contemporary
the trip of then President 'the tormuUtlon
-.:
-.
.
Richard Nixon to China la 197, China.
possigns
Gedalecia
said
a
of
as ebon's greatest aeeompHsh-meat- s.
.sible "chaotic situation" la the
"remark-ability- ,"
CqOU En-atransfer- - of power following
said Gedalecia, was la - ebon'sdeath, already "have been
his successful blending of the '
demonstrated.
...
ebon's - hand--;
rote as a great "healer
traditions of old China with me picked
successor,
and long time
opeven rescuer," of
rise of the new revolutionary friend, Teng
g,
was
- posing factions.
...
fervor..- Gedalecia said Chous
passed
over
weekend
last
and :
Gedaleela said Choo played a . talents most certainly "cannot not named
as
premier.
Instead,
dominant role In mediating the be replaced."
g:
Hua
Speculating
on the - future, the little known
differences between the Com'
'
was
selected.'
munists and Nationalists In the Gedaleela was non-co-m
mital. He Gedalecia said one could missaid ebon's position as mediator
1940s and served as conciliator
interpret
mis event. Teng could
between the radicals of the Party
between factions within the Chipossibly
be the. controlling
and the interests of the military,
nese Communist Party.
figure, waiting for the proper
any
would
oa
succesbe
difficult
The professor cited China's
moment to consolidate his power.
entrance Into the United Nations sor lacking Chous experience la Or, Gedalecia explained, Teng
In 19 71. .and the engineering of
oedaleeta, the college's China
expert, geared much of his discussion on the impression of the
lite Premier Choo En-l-al on
the history of modern China.
Gedalecia . emphasized Chop's
me-dlat-

-

.
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or,

tsao-Pen-
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:

Kuo-fen-

'
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.

'

could be under heavy

as

criticism,,

was during the Cultural
Revolution of the
when he was removed from a
position' of power. Teng men
was accused; of having,
revisionist and bourgeois tendefee

mid-196- 0s,

"

ncies."

--

'

'

Gedalecia said he sees no
situation : evolving where the
whole inner structure of theChl- nese government would collapse,
but that Its stability rests oa aa
image abroad which win only be
enhanced by greater International
participation by the United States,
whose Interests would serve as
a bargaining tool In competition
for Influence with me Soviet
Unfea,.

;

-V.-

.

"
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Library receives collection fonJUmhidtoiy.
by Stephen Copptek
library staff, was given to the,
"I almost fell on the floor school last summer by th
when I saw It," said Dr. Winford parents of Walter G. Poland In
Logan of the speech department. his
memory.
Poland, aa
He was refezing to his first employee of theOARDC, and very
viewing of the Walter G. Poland much a fllin enthusiast, spent a
Film
Collection great deal of money In building
Literature
recently donated to Andrews up his personal film library.
Library.
Kaongn Poland, himself, had no
The collection, prta of which official
connection
wih the
are stffl being catalogued by the College of Weoster, he lived sear
the school and often made use of
T
its facilities. After his death
McDOWELL'S
last August, his parents decided
mat the college would make the

Tcrrariums
Ml
Hanging Plants
Foliage Plants
49c, 79c, and
UP

854 7. Libsrty
!

mm
WORLD-WID- E

TRAVEL
SERVICE
J

With
the
recent
announcement concerning
the ComprehensiTe Fee
J

Increase baring recently
oeen released, I would!
like to offer my assis-- n

lance to students In ex
plaining how financial aid
iwiu be affected.
I There are many per
Hons about financial aid
'and perhaps we can assist
In some way.
(
If any students are hav

ing questions concerning
dal aid, and If we
help In answering
questions, we would
be more than happy to
Visit on an afternoon orl
'evening in your residence!
I
hall or house,
I
If you would like your
JUA. to set up a program J
please hare them conta
Paul M. Orehover at E
s

-

or

stop by the
Mtndil Aid Office
317

r?1

possible use of the
collection. They contacted President Drushal who asked Dr.
Logan to look at the collection
and to talk with the parents.
Logan describes Poland's '
library as aa entire room of his
home practically flHed with book-easLogan accepted the gift
la the college's behalf and
to express the school's
deep gratitude.
Transferring the collection required almost aa entire afternoon

'

was"-quic-

.

At Public Square mni
the Woaatar Inn 264-1-

.
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Girls9 clubs observers needed

...

-

-
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.

it

book-leng-

FROM AESCHYLUS

-

HOUSE OF RHODES

...Cm'

.

to-th-

TO RACINE.

THE GIFT CORNER
Distinctive crafts

k

Br bay to speak on
Freudian drama

TRAGEDY:

TAKBO YOU

.

es.

.

GREENHOUSE

and 23 huge packing boxes several psper clippings and periodicals
of which still remain unopened la which can't be catalogued,
the basement of Andrews LI-The most complete Inventory
brary. It Is estimated mat it of the collection to date was that
will be nearly a year before the made by . Bob Hethezington,
entire collection can be properly College of Wooster graduate
catalogued and shelved for use knowledgeable la film and media.
to .the students. Dr. Coolldge, Hemertngton spent two days
Readers' Services Librarian, studying the materials and made
looks , at the stack of unopened suggestions for cataloguing the
'According to Dr.
boxes and explains, that no one collection
Is completely sure even now how Coolldge, the library staff has
much
Is Included la the been following bis suggestions as -collection. Many of the boses closely as possible.
are fun of personal notes, new-s- The collection Includes over
100 biographies, the complete
collection of the New York Times '
Film Reviews, the entire Praager
Paperback Collection, and apar-ent- ly
complete collections of such
periodicals as "Cue," "Sight and
Sound," and "ClnefantasHque."
Coolldge explains that the Poland
ComThe General Education
On- - Wednesday evening, Feb.
gift makes aa Incredible Increase
ComEvents
Cultural
mittee,
18, at 8:00 pwm. In the Faculty'
In the library's collection of film
Department
mittee, and French
Lounge. Dr. Jules Brody proliterature.
lecture,which
sponsoring
the
are
fessor of French at Queens ColThe college is deeply apprepublic. Refresb-vven- ts
lege, New York, wlU present a Is open
to the Poland family for
ciative
be'served.
win
psychos nalystlc Interpretation of,
generous gift. It Is certain
their
Racine's PHAEDRA and Shakf- to be one that will be used often.
espeare's HAMLET. His lecture,
entitled "Racine and Shakespeare: A Freudian View-del- ves
an ' open
la to the subconscious
For the past few years, ICC is issuing
any
lfiTitatiOB
to
students,
motivations of the characters .fee Women's Cubs hare
and attempts to understand mem hsen required to have ob- faculty andor Administraaccording to Freudian theory. server durAe.the clnfcs tion to participate in the
Dr. Brody, a Fullbiight
initiation period. -- The two observer role for the
genhelm fellow and acknowledged
main reasons are to make Chabaf Hellweek".scholar of seventeenth-centu- ry
swre that no undue hardliterature, has published numer- ships are asksd f & woous books, articles, and reviews. nt ea dorta&thle perked and - We hope that students,
general editor of four to allow people, utfamlliar faculty and administration
He ts-t-he
collections of essays oa sevenwill take this opportunity
the W
nigyaatn to
lit- -'
teenth and eighteenth-centu- ry
participate. Those Inbsarre the initiation terested
erature. Currently, Dr. Brody procedures
asked to conHas in tact Nancyare
proth
Is completing a
Lewis.
Box 2130
crease that persons aware-ne-ss
ject: . PSYCHOANALYSIS AND
Nancy
or
Cadle
la th
and understanding

best

- NEEDLEWORK
YARN
Rug end Crewei Supplies -

the Corner of Qui" by
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wine shoppe
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J FREE DELIVERY
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K

Celtos)
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Laundry
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ghts in Hell Week

Sections stress nleda
'
by Jim Van Born
"Plans for Hen Week are going
on schedule," So says Dare Bodd
member of
Council.
The ISO's guideline - for mis
year's Hell Week were submitted
to Campos CouncU and approved
last semester, and mat started
the ban rolling. The theme of
-' the EC's plans apparently seems
' to be concern for the rights of
. tte pledges, and It Is due to mis
concern that changes hare been
made to protect these rights.
Possibly most Important of
these Innovations Is the creation
of the position of Pledge Class
Advisor This person is to be a
member of me respectlTe section
and act In an advisory capacity
to the pledges. The purpose of
mis position Is to aid In the
detection of HeD Week violations,
a Job usually handled solely by the
observers. The way m which

this position is to be fined Is
left op to each tndlvldnal section.
To aid farther to the detection
of violations, a flyer is to be
sent out to all students alerting
mem as to the procedure for
reporting such violations. Bodd.
admitted that violations do occur
to some extent, bat Is often eases
are blown totaly out of proportion.

.

:

Inter-Sectl- on

.
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:
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an equal right to the use of the
campus faculties. Although many
of the complaints of independents
year may have not been
. last
in the ISC's opinion,
warranted,
' It Is making an
effort to keep
.disturbances to a minimum. An addition to the ISC quldc-lln-es
for Hen Week states that
It Is up to the pledge to determine his own "physical limit,"
The guidelines use to simply state
He said mat another aim of mis mat mere was a limit to physical
year's HeU Week Is to qoen such stress, but this limit was never
rumors
and
help the week defined.
progress smoothly.
Another problem which the ISC
Another concern of the ISC In hopes to Iron out for mis coming
their preparation for Hen Week Hen Week Is that of the pledges
concerns the rights of Inde- having study problems. This has
pendents. However, while stres- been a problem In the past due to
sing mis concern, Bodd also made pledges complaining to the acuity
clear the opinion mat while about lack of study time. The
Independents must be respected ISC encourages the faculty not to
during this period, they most accept mis excuse, due to the
also realize that sections have fact that studying should be done --

:

.

In the afternoons by the pledges. naction mat Is planning any major
U mere Is still a lack of time changes In their Itinerary for'
problem, however. It Is advised HeU Week. However, there Is an
mat the pledge ten the section entirely new section on campus,
president, so mat he can arrange Third Section, which win have no
something to accomodate the HeU Week traditions to follow tn
problem.
the setting up of their Itinerary.
So possible Innovations may be In
for this section.
There has also been a change order
AU tn an, things are progresIn the observer system for HeU
sing smoothly as Hen Week draws
Week. This will still be 3 - 4
Pledging
begins
closer.
observers assigned to each February 16 and period
runs
through
section, but this year at least one March
of those observers must be a begins 0,thewhile HeU Week itself
first full week of
member of Campus Council. This Spring Quarter.
If there are any
is In order to get Campus CouncU questions pertaining
to HeU Week
more Involved with HeU Week so or me
they
EC's
responsibilities,
that they may be better Informed. should be directed toward Mike
There will also be more
Buytendyk, President of Intertattoo meetings, between ob- section CouncU.
servers and sections,' so that the
observers can know what to
expect before It actually takes
.

;

.

"

PERRY

Place.

According to Bodd, there Is no

Watching life go by from Lowry Desk
by Doug Wearer

'You. don't have to be
nuts to work here, but it
sure helps," Betty Doty
said with a laugh. Bustling
from cash register to
candy counter, Betty is one
of the few who brave the
onslaught behind the Lowry
Center Information Desk,,
:
ana wring phones and questions, selling candy, and
generally providing some
.

.

center of reference for an
active student crowd.
A former high school
librarian in Wooster and
now a grandmother, Betty

she wait on the six or seven
lined up at the counter..
But still, it's a lob she Nuts or not, she's here
seems to enjoy, ''it's the probably
because she
kids that make it so good," wants to
she says with a wink. And
with mat, she goes on to

by Martha Jameson
Campus CouncU did not hold
an official meeting on Monday
because there was not the mln- Imam of eight members present
needed to conduct business.
However, the members pre
sent discussed Items on the
agenda, Including:

i

-

.-

Dan Amarl's report that
Richard Flgge did not receive
Amarl's letter of Jan. 2s about
the Publications Committee until
last week. Annette Jefferson,

well-manner- ed,

reported mat the committee met

last Friday and will meet on

Wednesday with the editors and
the business managers of

the-publleatlon-

-!-

.

I

-

-

THE
FIRST

Money Orders - and OFTEN cost LESS!
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAM ASSOCIATION

star
1812 Cleveland Rd. 264 7412,
MMMWMMMWMMWssevse)swwMit
Traveler's
We also sell American Express
Checks. Charlie NO Fee on Thomas Cook
--

shop

'
'
H!ll
.
Shopping Confer
..
Phono 262

In tho Coll

.

:

84'

rlij

NEW GLASSES

NEW LENSES
SUNGLASSES
PRESCRIPTION
'
Larry Kurth's report that LENSES DUPLICATED
he talked with members of the
student labor group concerned
with minimum wages. He recomPROMPT REPAIRS
mended mat CouncU should not
SENSIBLE PRICES
become involved unless the College and the group are at odds.
ALL
He suggested that the two groups
should get together to discuss the
PRESCRIPTIONS
ramifications of a pay increase.
FILLED
reLain Burgos-Lovecport that his committee Is stiU
Investigating possible changes In
the Code of Academic Integrity.
333 EAST LIBERTY
He thought that bora students
4
and faculty needed more Infor
mation about the present Code.

Woo

J

!

264-234-

pnoannonnDonnnononq
nss'
M
K
n
aa
SALE
1
o
V
aa
a THREADS
a
'

s.

countess fleeing the Nazi
The Budget Committee's
None of these plans to select a new treasurer,
regime.
- the time bomb the crewman
people are all that inter- 'for Campus CouncU. The comhas set, instead touches it esting, so the . impromittee Is planning; treasurer
off, causing the disaster. bability of the plot is apworkshops for spring quarter.
- The rest of the passen- -: parent. It does seem to Treasurer Bob Beane said he'
gers are me usual "ship take an awfully long time will update the 1971 handbook
for student treasurers.
fools"; Burgess Mere- - to get to tile disaster.
' of
dim playing a professional
7
card sharp, an acrobat who
HAVE to send a Money Order, why not use our
you
IF
climbs down a cable to
Federal Home Lean Bank Money Orders?
escape the burning gon'
(You get a copy))
f
dola (he's historical, by
- wav)
and a German
j
They NEVER cost MORE than postal
the
'continued from page 2
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COMPLETE

e's

a brief break. 'The kids week?" she exclaimed.
here are courteous and Betty points out, though,
and no mat. MSiM'8 are the most
popular. A major task for
one's ever been rude
Her emphasis might re- her is waiting on picky
flect the enjoyment of not students. "I once had to
being a high school "dis- separate a quarter pound
ciplinarian" any longer. of red jelly beans from
"High school students are.

The - flying inferno

.

SEE PERRY OPTICAL

MEW FRAMES

Campus Council report

--.

worked behind .- the
counter for two years. "I
love ltl" Betty said during pieces of bubble gum a

has

TO SEE BETTER. . .

the other colors,"
recalled..

'sometimes bored and end
up in school Just to have
fun. Students at the College are here because they
want to be here."
Since she is indie middle
of things, Betty is quick to
provide some amusing
We get some
. anecdotes.
A lady
weird- - requests.
once- - called from New
York, wanting to know what
time the Amtrak train got
in from Canton. Thafs
stretching the information
bit little too far.'
--The candy counter is die
most popular part of the
desk. 'Did you know students here - chew 3,000

OPTICAL

aa

a
aa
aa
n
aa

Vf
fl
HA
V

l- -l

LIBERATED
200 W. LIBERTY

12
COATS

OFF

$5.00
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aaa
aa
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OAC NEWS RELEASE

weekend's action.
Northern Division teams have
felt that mortality rate In seven
of the nine loop contests thus
far, which makes Ohio North-

Cleve-

Ohio Conference
land, O.
teams are finding life not so
easy the second time around la
their dlrlstonal races.
Since entering the second half
in schedule, the
of the round-r- ob
team which lost the first game
has avenged that with a win In
In eight of the
the
18 games played, through last

lead quite slim
ern's two-gaas teams head Into the final two
me

weeks of regular season play.
Ohio Northern, which, chalked
up Its seventh loop wis against
two looses last weekend, win be
able to take a step closer to the
Northern Division title hosting

sec-match- -up

GOOD
NEWS

The College swim team ran its
record to 6- -1 Saturday with a
63-victory over Wittenberg
University.
The Scots recorded the win as
they ' have five others mis
seasonM.easlly. Trouncing the
Tigers 47-- 5 after six events
coach Bob W anger began discounting his swimmers' times.
The Scots did manage to break,
two school records despite the
lack of serious competition.
Freshman Mark Prulss set yet
another school standard, mis in
the 200-y- d.
free with a time of
1:5U0. He currently holds school
d.
records in the
free, the

CITY NEWS

47

Large selection
of imported

Pipes
and Tobacco

Books
Magazines

Kenyon ia a Wednesday game.
The Polar Bears. 1S--7 overall,
play Muskingum In a
game this weekend. Second place Heidelberg, 10- -7
overall and 5- -4 In the North, also
has only one league game, a
Saturday visit to third-pla- ce
Wooster (4--4,
The race la the North could
go down to the last weekend of
play, when the two teams square
off in Tiffin, '
non-divisio- nal

H-1-

0).

Otterbetn, the lone unbeaten
team in league play at 0, and
the best offensively, averaging
77.4 points per game win try to
protect its one-galead in the
South, in key road appearances
at Muskingum, on Tuesday, and
Denison lh a Saturday afternoon
8--

me

second place 7--1 ledger at home,
hosting Marietta, on Tuesday,
and Capital, on Saturday.

:
Wooster
freshman Preston
Burroughs has overtaken Ohio

Wesleyaa

Ktanalrd In field, goal shooting
percentage, and the duo almost
affair.
Wittenberg has the easier task Insures that for the first time
season, a
of upplng its best collegiate won-lo- ss since the 1960-- 61
shooting
win
the
15-win
frosh
title.
2,
and
record in Ohio,

100-y-

100-y-d.

UK. and the

200-y-

d.

JJi,

Two other freshmen broke the

Ambassador
Cards

Norm Seboenfeld won
diving
the optional
with 186.65 points.
The team win face severe tests
in the next few weeks from Grove
City, Denison, Cleveland State,

Other winners for Wooster'
medley relay of
were the 400-y- d.
Mike Unsworth, Don Harlng, Jim
Douglass, and John Wilson
(4:02.4), Steve Day In the

Shot put record broken

A.

eo-eap- taln

one-me- ter

,

by Katie TiUotson
12"), a feat never before ac- Wooster's indoor track team compHshed by a Wooster athlete.
- competed in the Livingston Re-Jack KeUeber, King Lewis and
1,000-y- d.
free (1058.1), Unsworth
lays
Saturday
at Denison Tim Lafferty became the first
In the d.
free (23.4), and John University.
Baldwin-Walla- ce
Scot athletes to compete in the
UH.( 2: 12.5).
Wilson in the 200-y- d.
won the meet by "virtue of nine triple Jump, thereby setting the
victories in the 13 events. The school standard at 115' 4".
The Scots swept the diving
Scots placed eleventh with three7 Willie Grimes, Bo Loeffler,
events. Sophomore John Berth
points.
Fred Jones, and Tim Field's
won the required
Coach Jim Bean said, "We combined efforts in the eight-Ju- st
diving with 143.85 points, Senior
don't have the depth to com- - lap relay were good for fourth
pete in a meet like mis."
place, the highest Scot finish of
A school record was set in the afternoon,
the shot put by Ted Koontz, Der- - "The results were not impres-rlc- k
Cherry and Al George who slve point-wis- e,'
said Bean,
totalled H9'0". Both Koontz and "But at least we have a good
Fischer, Sue Rohrer, and Cindy George broke the 40 feet barrier idea of where we are and how
(Koontz 42
George 40 far we have to go.
Barr effectively reduced Dayton's notorious fast break to a
4--7
standstill. The Scotties mixed up
their defenses and confused their
opponents pattern.
Then he pro2.
The Scot grapplers saw their runner-u-p,
A press In the last five minutes
ceeded his winning way over
dual meet record faU to 4--7
bridged the gap to 8 points, but following Saturday's triple dual Mount's Mike Miller, 1.
Wooster broke the pass and their meet at Armlngton P.E.C. The
Freshman
Jay Crawford
lead soared to 21 points. scored a dramatic 9- -9 draw with
team fell to Mount Union 38--5
The game was played In the and Heidelberg 34-- 6.
Purple Raider Curtis Jeffers.-HDayton Arena as the pre-gascored a reversal to tie with
to the men's game as a means
Only three Wooster wrestlers only one second remaining in the
of generating more Interest in managed to score in the meet. final period.
women's sports.
The team has no more home
Junior Chuck Snyder upped his
Coach Nichols was pleased that dual mark to a sparkling 10--1
meets, this season. - They travel
the team responded well to the with two narrow decisions. He to Wabash and Capital before
pressure and played a great defeated Student Prince Tom the OAC tourney Feb. 27--8 in
game, shooting 69 from the Batchelor,
last year's OAC Berea.
foul line and 39 from the field,
their best this season.
The Scotties are facing a tough
week with three home games.
They face Arkon Wednesday, Mt.
(through February 7, 1976)
NORTHERN
DIVISION GAMES
Opp
Won Lost
Fct '
Pta
St. Joseph Friday, and Wit7
556
2
620
.778
Ohio Northern'
tenberg, Saturday. CoachNlebols
536
4
578
5
.556
Heidelberg
said that each game is Important
537
528
.500
Wooster
and each team is drastically dlf- -'
, 593
63
5
.444
Oberlin
ferent. She is confident that the
682
5
4
.444
635
Mount Union
team win adjust and win an three.
3
526
5
527 .375
Kenyon
50-y-

--

one-me- ter

Scotties stun Dayton

Sherman

by Susan Hughes
The Scotties upset a stunned
High
Dayton team Saturday 1.
scorers were Laura Page and
Kim Fischer with 28 points and
25 points respectively. The team
pushed hard all week for the
game and it was a gratifying win

Cigarettes

72-5-

200 S Market
Open Daily
6:30 - 12:30
Except Sunday
6:30 - 10:00

over a blg" team.
Wooster set the pace and took
a halftlme lead of 8.
Kim
41-2-

63-4- 7

and Kenyon. Kenyon has won the
OAC championship for the past
22 consecutive years.
Wooster has only one more
home meet. That is with Denison
Feb. 21 at 2:00 pyn.

school record in the
even though they were swimming
it as an exhibition. MarkHorner
won the race In 4:45,1 ad Kurt
Muntzlnger placed second at
4:45.2.
400-yd.U-

man Mike

first-ye- ar

Scot swimmers swamp Wittenberg,

--

is

it

succesd-forg-et
don't
if at first you

OA C finds

.

n-1- 2",

.

Grapplers drop to

5--

3--

me

Store Hoars: Mon. thru Thar. 9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Saturday Nights TCI 9

COMPLETE STOCKS

OF

Men's & Women's
Clothing
and

Furnishings

Including cotton denim flares with botton front

or zipper styles.

standings

OAC basketball

:

4.4

,

rMAG7lAvdx"STER0

j

Baldwin-Walla- ce

3

Otterbein

Marietta
Capital

8
7
5
4
3
2

Ohio Wealeyan

1

SOUTHERN

i

I

Wittenberg

I

Muskingum

RECORDS

REPAIRS

i

Denison

TREASURE HOUSE HOBBIES
236 West Liberty

hoy
ION

THE SQUARE

262-S- gg

Craft a and
Hobbiea
from A to Z

DIVISION

1.000
.875

0
1
4
5

6
6
8

569

.375

5

.444
.333
.250
.111

80

GAMES

579
570
529
545
573
573
615

.556

.

7-5-

493
442
555
619
589
589
693

THE BEVERAGE CENTER
927 E. Bowman

9 A.M. - 11:30 P.M.
FRIDAY. SAT.

OPEN: 9

A.M.
10:30 P.M.
MON. THRU THUKS.
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Wowtr,in nearnepset at Otterhein,58-5- longed to Otterbeln shifted over
iff John Delcos
Rarely In oar world of Into the Scots. Allison's Jumper
and Wocreasing apathy and mediocrity, put the Scots up 2,
does one see the effort expended oster began to geU. The Scots'
to the degree la which the Scots ' defense cut off the Cardinal run-nlshowed in their 58-- 57 heart
attack, and the offense wore
breaking loss to Otterbeln.
down Otterbeln underneath.
The Cardinals set the game's
With a slim 37-lead, the
early tempo, by rattling off an Scots ran off nine unanswered
H-- 2
sport and threatened to demarkers for their biggest bulge,
cide fiie contest almost before
6.
Donn Calloway hit Iron
it began. Forward Larry Down-l- ag from the side, Allison added
netted 'seven markers and two from the stripe, Frye on a
Bob .Bnchaa added four to pace
line drive, and Allison again on
er.
the Cards, while a Sam Dtzon a
hoop was the lone Scot tally. To
The Scots had highly touted
slow the Cardinal offense, Woo-st- er Otterbeln on the- - run, but
mentor Al Van Wle called couldn't administer the death
time, explaining, "we eouldnH blow. The. Cards showed why
ran with mem, so we had to rethey are rated sixth, by not getgroup. Tempo Is very important ting down. They chipped away
in a game and we had to slow it at the Scot lead bit by bit, and
down taking the good shots.'
at the same time, limited the
Dave Frye now entered the Gold and Black only 11 points
action for the Scots, and changed during the games' final 1L26.
the complexion of the game. He
Preston Burroughs soon fouled
slowed the game down, working
out putting an added burden on
the ball for the good shots which Anison and Altman to pick up
enabled Woo. U. to slice the Otthe slack. With Burroughs gone,
terbeln bulge. Tim Shetzer Allison tired, and Manny Stone
struck iron twice, while Phil injured, Wooster was hurting
Shaffer and Dick Altman each with the taU timber. To comchipped In a backet to whittle pensate, Al Van Wle went Into
the margin to one. Frye hit a his "four corners" offense to
Jumper from the top of the key, slow the pace. This offense in
.
n i inau i.
anu atx h.ii
we xeau theory, would give a breather
:vi uuie ocuus
The to Allison and also make Otterfor the first time, 5.
the remainder of beln foul to get the ball. And
lead
the half, and ended with Otterwith the Scots In the bonus, the
outcome looked promising. Such
beln up, 6.
Not many expected Wooster to wasn't the case.
The Scots
be within breathing distance at froze at the line while the Cards
the half, and their success most crept closer.- - Wooster missed
situations mat
be attributed to their board domfour
inance. Shetzer snared six,show-in- g dug the grave. Despite the poor
his versatility, while Shaffer line play, the Scots held an unedge with 1:02 reand Altman each grabbed five. healthy 57-This dominance was vital since maining.
But guard Terry Morrison
30
the Scots shot a meager
a
a
mi
up a player and was
g
threw
reciouna-lniTDm ma zioor. mi
i neir
edge gave mem the chance blessed with :47 to go. Down.
6,
to shoot more and some win
Otterbeln controlled a
Jump-bup Don
setting
eventually drop.
During the first half, the Scots
B rough's tip with :36. For the
were denied the inside game and first time in over 17 minutes '
had to rely on the howitzers. And the Scots were in the back seat.
The game that looked so close
at 30, relying on the bomb
would eventually prove deadly. a moment ago now was very far
Wooster tried to open the key away. With four seconds to go,
early in the second period, and the Scots won a Jump ball to
did so with tw lay-u- ps
by PresPhil Shaffer.
Phil missed a
ton Burroughs and one by Wayne rainbow, and Tim Sbetzer's desperation follow was off the iron.
Anison.
Gradually, the pace that
The Cardinal fans emptied on
35-3-

the court, while the Wooster contingent sat in stony silence. The
final was an agonizing 58-count.
; Because of Otterbein's high
ranking, Scot chances were not
the brightest. But, Wooster never felt awed by the Cardinal
They showed tremachine.
mendous poise by regrouping afThey,
ter falling behind 2.
played Otterbeln elosexthe whole
route and bad then on the ropes.
Everything bitterly slipped away
at the end. Wooster took on the
giant and almost slew him. But
let us give Otterbeln credit also,
they showed championship poise
and weren't rattled by the Tim-k- en
snakepit.
Obviously, there is nothing
that can be said to ease the hurt
of losing to Otterbeln. Let us
not cover up that hurt with
euphemisms that mean nothing.
However, let me make, this observation. The disappointment
expressed by the players showed

.

36

got away from
The Scots
playing
when they
dueled Mt, Union on Tuesday,
and found the change rewarding
as they won going away, 6.
Wooster opened the contest by
taking it to the Raiders early.
They owned the boards, and had
a sizeable 22-rebounding edge
at the half. Couple this, with a
sizzling 55 from the field and It
is easy to understand the 37-Scot halftime margin,
hair-raise- rs,

88-6-

11--

46-3-

three-point-

.

everything right. There really
was no key play that turned the
game around. What the Scot did
do, was shut off Mt. Union underneath, which also had them out
of position for rebounding. Mt.
Union had to fire from long
range, and when they missed, they
had nobody to rebound for them.
As a result, the Scots controlled
the baU close to 65 of the
time. And when you do that, you
are going to win. Which they most
convincingly did, 6.
What this win did most of all,
was to give Wooster a better shot
at the home court advantage in the
opening round of the tournaments.
The team with the best won-lo- ss
record has the home edge
for the opening game. This
coming Saturday, the Scots win
butt heads with Heidelberg, one
of their closest competitors for
the tourney berth,
A Scot victory tomorrow, gives
them an inside track towards the
playoffs, and of course, it is the
playoffs that determine the OAC
champ. So tomorrows' contest
win be their biggest one to date.

pride for these Scots who show ea
more class and character in this
loss than perhaps any win.

57

ng

7

14

88-6-

30

Polatman Dave Frye, quarter-backe- d
the offense, working for
the open man. And more often
than not, the open man was Frye
himself, as he netted ten. Preston
Burroughs followed suit by adding
nine in the opening half.

.

During a reasonably close
game, like Otterbeln, key factors
and plays are easy to detect.
However, a rout Is different,

Just how much they care and how
dedicated they are to their sport.
W
should feel a great deal of

Wooster Just blew them off the
court in the second half by doing

.
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for Autos t Machinery

57-5-

$

Enamel

ALL

J75

Metal surfaces

Detroit has cut back on auto production. We moo
hugs purrtiess of point they can't
right now. Thu pamt
to She ory sama etiginol paint On year own car or true,
par.
Vow
14
Gal.
north f
can easily roll it. brush it.
SI 6.
prey it. on anything. We hen any color yea may need,
nut name it. or marl us lemplai writh your choc.
ONLY 4 IS per Gallon if you order right now. Plus.
on, (in gallon nxtti your lim order,, PLUS.
eroar
4 Gallon o( one color and fat the 6th gallon FREE.

ra

an

--

. W

7 V

tafa

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY, WHILE WE STILL
HAVE MORE THAN 300 DIFFERENT COLORS'!"

for

MUM

111

AKRILEX
1

004367-308-

3

-

4.75 AUTOMOTIVE
per gallon

1

latex

paint.....PKG.

Br

0 $8.90

ENAMEL

M5

resin

pkg. makes

10 Gal.

incredible once on wholesale lots of SO gallons

or more, cert us:

$

I"

J

-"

A CI R OLE X
AOISil f4MSft8
MAKE YOUR 0WNlfi
jl r fill J I
FOR LESS THAN $1" Per GALLON
HIGH OUAUTT

t

HtTOKM-frraio-

$8.90 makes

S

SIM

AT LOW COST

te M adkaa at la
tea aianatt of tea

10 Gals.
resin'comes with complete instructions

1

sr.

YOUR ORDER FORM

o-- ,sn,

If your pamt is at good as you (ay

Galons

J

Color

I

TO: Marl Order Paint Co Ospt
3 Fifth Street
Gretna. La. 70053

Pnce

Enclosed find
paint.

1.1
I I

Freshman Dave Fry drives to the hoop in Saturday's 58-5- 7
(Photo by Stare Wit mm)
less to Otterbeln.
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. Total amount S
(If you can. attach here enth tape.
smeHchips yr senegas of colors

you waml.
We understand aH your pamt
is backed by a 100 adiuMment,
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Sail

CO

Ppg 8

mg

IT
PIKES PEAK i UlIAlvz
on r:oT...
CAMERA SHOP
I

Her an yen salllnc
tty - when saOiag . time comes.
wpod-- b
aallin boOs, if oodtj, around,
February 16th through Wtdaeadaj
Tuesday the 17th from 9:00-10:-00
the 18th iM the time tbsbowyour-elrc- s.
pnswlzn tests (mandttory
The sailing ehrfc is pca
for anyone using college boats)
soring a three-da- y
"Sail Fair' win be given tn the P.E.C. It
for those taterested la sailing Is essential mat ereryone
fills Spring.
'Intending to sail tn the Spring
should take these tests. If you
That Monday win be deroted can not make It to the tests,
to sign-o- ps
for Instructional .contact someone la the sailing
packages, sailing packages, the club or the L.C.B. to find out
racing
people
team,
and
when you can make them up.
Interested la day sailing. . The
Instruction packages Is a
The third and final day of the
course of one afternoon Sailing Fair win be deroted to a
of sailing Instruction per week, party In the Cage from 9:00-1- 1: 00 '
The cost of this package is only .pn. for aU those who signed up
$15.00, The sailing package conon Monday (You must be on the
sists of sailing "tickets" good sign-u- p list to attend the party!!).
for fire days of weekend day The movie
sailing. This deal costs a mere Sailing win be shown during the
$5.50, and IndlTldual tlekets win party.
cost $U50 each, so It pays to buy
in quanlty. Unfortunately mere
These three days could posis a limit to these packages (SO sibly determine the fate of the
for Instruction and 40 for
sailing club this Spring, so let s
sailing), so be sure to bring your see a big turnout for the signmoney to the sign-tip- s.
All ups on Monday the 16th.
those with tickets will bare prior- i
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SCOT'S

346 E. BOWMAN

PRICES

264-650- 5

264-727- 2

WW from CONCORD

spring

mmwm

100 cottonLots of uses. In
fashionable bright colors and natural.
42743 wide. Reg. 299 yard

T.88vc(.
Lia s carries a complete

selection of Simpfictty.

McCalL-- :

Butterickand
Easy Vogue patterns.

.

BURUNGTON-KLOPMAN'-

poryester35

S

SURAUNE
GABARDINE

BURUNGTON- KLOPMAN'S FAMOUS TRIGGER"

FOPUN... 65

1 00

cotton Big

sefection of the. latest fashion colors. Machine
wash 'n dry. 45" wide. Reg.
yd. 1.44 yd.
1-9-

9

dan rivers indigo denim : 1 00 cotton.
Great for all ages. Ideal for jackets and pants!
36" wide. Reg 229 yard."
1.47 yd.
-r

.-

t

sssa '

fsssszss.

m- -

texturized
polyester; Great for leisure
suits, jackets and slacks.
Machine wash 'n dry.
59760" wide.
tup-wa- y

bOrungton-klopman- s

SOLIDS. . t 5

T-SHIRT

Dacron35

combed cottoa Makes great shirts, skirts
and children's wear. 59760" wide.

Reg.2S9yar&

1.44 yd.

7
'

SajejsSectwa
-

.SHEER vdjLES
65 polyester35 cottoa
Choose from sceoics, patches, small and large
florals. 45" wide. Reg 249 yard-- 1X3 yd.
BLOUSE

and DRESS PRINTS.

from100a3fa5Cmiayw

pofyester. In prints

Reg

1-6-

9

yd

I'

'4izi-

-

r

Monday ffvpuQfi
'

Satuoay.
February

--

2J-"- T

Choose
--

and scenes. 45" wida

CSyd.

i

is clnipst harcH

Printing
jpcritroom Supplies!

SMOB

ITEMS

Ml VAT
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Spring brock

Developing
Entercirirj
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Portage Square Plaza
Monday - Saturday 10 - 9, Sonday 1-
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